
70TH ANNIVERSARY
Employee from the ’60s recalls almost seven decades of Post, community
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It was a combination of dry desert air
and the Arizona Jewish Post that
brought Marcie Sutland’s family to

Tucson more than 60 years ago.
“When we were deciding to come out

West” in the late 1940s, “I wrote to the
Arizona Chamber of Commerce and
somehow I got a copy of the Arizona
Post,” Sutland, 89, told the AJP recently. At
that time, the paper was owned by Meyer
and Rebecca Rutz, who started it in 1946.
The word “Jewish” was added to the
paper’s name in 1990.
“I got quite a bit of information: there

was a Jewish community and a nice shul,
and there was a nice rabbi, Breger, and
Cantor Falkow.  In 1952, my sister Esther
and I and my mom came to Tucson for
mother’s health,” she says, explaining that
a doctor back in New Jersey had suggested
the warm, dry climate might help her
mother, Evelyn Sutland, who suffered
from asthma.
“Mother wanted to vote in the 1952

presidential election before we left Tren-
ton. She was very patriotic. A few days

later, we were on the train to Tucson and
a new adventure,” she says. The three
women arrived in Tucson on Nov. 12,
1952; Sutland’s father, Morris, who stayed
behind to close up his business and sell

their house, came on flying visits but
didn’t join them permanently until 1955. 
Though the Sutlands didn’t know any-

one in town, they quickly settled into the
city’s Jewish neighborhood. “There was

Feig’s kosher butcher shop and across the
street was the bakery,” Sutland recalls.
In 1955 they bought a house in the

Sam Hughes neighborhood, “to be close
to Anshei Israel [then on Sixth Street] and
Young Israel and the University of Ari-
zona,” says Sutland, who remembers her
father walking to both shuls.  Her mother
died in 1963, her father in 1973 and her
sister in 2014 at the age of 92. 
Sutland’s first job in Tucson was in the

bookkeeping department at “Murph”
Handmaker’s Complete Home and Auto
Supply on Stone Avenue, she says, making
95 cents an hour in 1954 — with a raise
to $1.00 after about a year. 
Tucson’s downtown was thriving in

those days, she says, with shops like Levy’s,
Cele Peterson’s, Steinfeld’s and Jacome’s
as well as Sears and J.C. Penney, numer-
ous hotels and two movie theaters — the
Paramount and the Fox.
But it wasn’t all rosy. When she and her

sister applied for jobs at Valley National
Bank, she says, they were escorted to the
door after replying “we are Jewish” to a
query about their religion. “We took our
money out of Valley National Bank and
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Marcie Sutland drew this illustration in 1966, highlighting the Tucson Jewish community’s annual fundraising cam-
paign and its volunteer leaders.

See Post, page 29


